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Ultimate Kitchen Provides Discount on Vacuum Sealer
Michael Weir March 27, 2017

Ultimate Kitchen announced the provision of a 20% discount off their vacuum
sealer with the latest vacuum seal technology.

(Newswire.net -- March 26, 2017) Coeur d'Alene, Idaho -- Vacuum sealers have
changed the way food can be stored. Unlike refrigerators and other food storage
equipments, vacuum sealers have taken this game to the next level by prolonging
the lifespan of food. Vacuum sealers have several settings that allow the user to
preserve various different types of food for longer.

“What we strive to offer at Ultimate Kitchen is nothing less than the best. We
understand customers need to be treated special, as they are the core of our

business. The vacuum sealer on offer is an excellent product with features that can only be found in the best vacuum
sealers. We did this to attract more customers to try out the product and see how excellent it is. This offer runs up to
the end of March before the product returns to its normal price. So, buy before time elapses,” said Cassie Clark,
Director of Operations at Ultimate Kitchen.

The Ultimate Kitchen vacuum sealer was designed to help cooks store foods longer without spoiling as a result of
moisture or other substances entering the food. The vacuum sealer is built with a powerful motor and links to vacuum
sealer accessories. The sealer is gentle on delicate foods as it has a gentle setting that switches the vacuum to a lower
pressure to prevent delicate food from being crushed.

Ultimate Kitchen is offering a discount of 20% off the original price. This makes it retail at $99.99 instead of the original
price of $124.99. This sale will be through the end of March before it returns back to its usual cost. Customers can take
advantage of this offer to experience this customer-oriented vacuum sealer at a lower cost.

Amazon is an online marketer that started small before growing to become the global giant that it is today. Today, the
company boasts of clients around the world and makes profits in excess of billions. Ultimate Kitchen has been able to
reach its customers around the world easily by using Amazon to distribute its products.

Ultimate Kitchen’s vacuum sealer has various food option settings that enable the user to preserve moist foods unlike
most vacuum sealers for food. Buyers on Amazon are also offered a 5-year replacement warranty from the brand. This
is to assure them of the quality of the product and they shouldn’t take their investment in this sealer as wastage of
cash.

So far, the Ultimate Kitchen vacuum sealer with the latest vacuum seal technology has received positive reviews on
Amazon since it was launched. It has a total of 4 stars rating out of the maximum 5 stars. This is to indicate just how
well the product has been performing online. Many previous buyers praise the vacuum sealer’s performance and this
can be viewed on the Amazon customer review section.

David R. Kelly, a verified Amazon buyer, said, “I have been using this for a few weeks and it works great. I use it
almost exclusively for sous vide cooking. You can store meat to cook later, then thaw and slice the bag open to add
seasoning, then re-seal for the water bath. Very handy.”

For more information concerning the vacuum sealer or any other Ultimate Kitchen product, follow the links below.

About Ultimate Home

Ultimate Kitchen branded products are a part of the Ultimate Home collection of high quality kitchen products ranging
from sink soap dispensers, kitchen faucets, chef knives, and food vacuum sealers. Ultimate Kitchen products are
available at Amazon.com and Walmart.com

Ultimate Home
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKTQiZKiqq4
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